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US Patent 3,572,483* / Issued 1969
Human Car Wash

Peop le need bathing. Hosp ital patients need bathing too

and to speed up this process, may w e su ggest the Hum an

Car Wash? The HCW elim inates slipp ing and falling

because the washees are strapped into a hanging harness

and m erely need to stand or dangle in a fixed position

while the conveyor belt moves them from station to station .

First the wetting station, then the soapy spray station, next

the rinsing station and at the end, no towels are needed

because there' s a blow drying station !

Developed in 1969 during the cold war, the inventor

su ggests the Hum an Car Wash can be bu ilt in to a m obile

trailer "to cope with the mass bathing requ irem ents after an

atom ic bomb ". Boom-shaka-laka-laka.

... !!!
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Lip Clip

US Patent 1,497,342* / Issued 1924

Way back in 1924, an early adapter of facial fashion named Hazel

developed the latest in technology for reshaping the lip s. The upper

lip to be specific. As Hazel tells it, the Lip Clip is…"a simple and

easily applied device to re-shape the upper lip of a person to

conform to what is known as the "Cupid ' s Bow ", whereby it is

unnecessary to resort to a surgical operation to produce this effect ."

We're gu essing that Cupid' s Bow is that small indentation just under

your nose. And, that in 1924, having a deep lip groove w as

considered groovy, much like the balloon lipped collagen craze of the

90s. Hazel never tells u s how long you had to wear her spring

loaded lip clamp to achieve Cupid' s Bow bliss, bu t w e're thinking

any length of time is much too much .

?


